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ARTIST’S STATEMENT ��ចក�ី���ង�រណ៍របស់សិល��ករ 

ក��ង�������ះ, ��រ��ព��������ក, �នកំ�ើត��ញមកពីចំ�ប់�រម�ណ៍របស់ខ��ំដ៏យូរ�រ�ស់មក�ើយ��ើ

គតិ����ងៗ�ក់ទិន�នឹង អំ�ច �� �ព�រ���ភិ�ល និង ���នវ�ស័យ�ព ��ម�ំងសហសម�ន�រ�ងគតិ�ំង

��ះ។ ���ញ��យ�រ���ើ����និង�រស���ត, ក��ង�������ះ�ចរ�ះនិងព��ីកវ��ល�ព�ើអ�ី��ល�� 

«ស���ប់���ប់,» ��ល��ះ�ច� អង��រ/�រ�ៀបចំ និង �រទុក�ក់, �ពសុខដុម និង �រ���ត���, �រប���ប់ប���, 

និង វណ�ៈ។ �ក��ងធម��តិរបស់� «ស���ប់���ប់» ���វ�ន�ក់���ះឬបង�ប់��យក���ំង���ំង���ពីរ (��ះ��សិន

�ើមិន��ន�«ក���ងំ»��ល�នមុខ�រពីរ ឬ ��ព័ន�����គី���ះ) ���ពវ�ជ��ព និង �ពអវ�ជ��ន, ��ជីវ�ត និង �រ���ប់,

���ពល�(���ត) និង �ព���ក់, ��អំ�ច និង �ពទន់���យ, ���រពិត និង �រ���ើ����, �ើយ ��ម�

សុគតិភព (ក���ង��លល�ឥត���ះ�ើត�ក��ង�រ���ើ����) និង ម�អគតិភព (ក���ង��ល���ក់ជួ�តិ�ើត�ក��ង

�រ���ើ����)។ �ក��ងន័យលម��លៈ, គំនូរពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់�ំង��ះ�ំងតំ�ងឱ��ផង ជំនួសឱ��ផង និង ប��ើត

��ញឱ��ផងនូវអ�ី��ល�ើង�ចនឹង�ត់ទុក� � �រ���ង��ញឱ���ើញឬ�រ�ប់បដិសន�ិ��ក���ំង���ំងឬ�ពផ��យ���

�ំង��ះ �ើយ ��លគំនូរ�ំង��ះក៏�ដីឬទី�ន��ល�ពផ��យ����ំង��ះកំពុង បង��ត�ច់ដុំ ឬ ប���ញសកម��ព។   

�រប��ើត��ស�ព��រ��ព��������ក (គំនូរ���បួន���ំង) �នដំ�ើរ��ញពីរូបចំនួនពីរ���ំង, ����ក�ើង��ន និងគំនូរ

អជីវចល ��ល������ំងពីរ��ះ�នរច�បថ/��ប��ន�«គំនូរអជីវចល (Still Life/Nature Morte)»ដូច���, ឬ 

���ង�ច�ស់�«គំនូរអជីវចល» ���ះ��ស���ណនិ���បនកម�របស់រូប�ំង��ះ���ល់។ ឈរ�ពីមុខ��ស�ង

���យ��ល�នពណ៌�ើត�យ និង �ប់អួ�លម�មួយ��ល�ើត��ញពី�រ���ើ�����ើយ��លមិន�ចកំណត់

អត�ស���ណ�ន, (កម�)វត����ល�ចំក���លរូប�ំងពីរ��ះ (����ក�ើងពណ៌��� និង ថូ���ពណ៌�ៀវ�មួយ���ភ�ី) �ើរតួ

�ឬតំ�ងឱ���ំង�ព���ំង(�ពរ�ង�ំ)ផងនិង�ពផុយ��ួយផង, ���រ�ពផងនិង��ចក�ីស�ប់ផង, �ើយ��លចំ�ះខ��ំ

���ល់, រ�ឭក�ដល់អ��ី�លខ���ំច��ន� វត��ន��អវត��នរបស់��ចក��ី��ប់��លពណ៌�ន���យ��វត����លប��ើត

ឱ���នរូប�ងឬ���តុផលស���ប់ ស��ស់និងវត��ន����ចក�ី���ប់��លមិន�ច�ើល�ើញ��ះ។ �ក��ងគតិ�ក��

�����រ��ង�����ប់«���» ឬ�ក���«���»�នឹង�ព����ី ឬ តំ�ងឱ�����ីខ��នឯង���ល់។ វប��ធម៌���រគិត��ប��ះ

ប���ញ �យ���ល��សហសម�ន�រ�ង�ពទន់���យនិង���ី ��លពួក�ត់ (�ក��ងន័យ��ះ) �កម�បទ���រជិះ�ន់

/�បសង�ត់ , ច��ស់�ស់�យក���ំង���ព�បុរស, �ន��ទិ ប៊�ក អត�បទ ឬ �������ករបស់មនុស����ុស។ �ះបី

����ង�ក៏�យ �ក��ងក��ង�������ះ«���»មិន��ន����ី�ះ�� �ើយ �មិន�ច�រួច�ះ����ល���ីគឺ����។ 

ផ��យ�វ�ញ �ក��ង������ំង��ះ ���ផ�ល់ឱ��នូវ�រម���ស��ស់និងជីវ�ត។ 

��ស�ពរបស់��រ��ព��������ក ���វ�ន��បដណ�ប់��ញទី��យពណ៌���ង�ំង��ង �ន��ទិពណ៌��ហម,  �ៀវ, 

និង �ឿង �ើយ��លពណ៌�ើម�ំងបី��ះគឺ���ភពឬកំ�ើត�����រពណ៌ឬពណ៌ដ៏�����ើន�ៀត, �ើយ  គឺ�លទ��ព

និង�រ���ើ�������នទីប��ប់។ �ក��ង��ស�ព��ះ ខ��ំ�នព���ម��ងឬពិ�ធ�មួយពណ៌ �ើម��ីរុករកនូវលទ��ព

និងអ�ី��លពណ៌អនុ���តឱ�� �ើយរួម�មួយ���ផង��រ នូវចំ�ប់�រម�ណ៍ថ�ី��លខ��ំ�នរក�ើញ , �ះគឺ��រគូរគំនូររូប

��បតួអង�(figurative)។ ប���ប់ពីអស់រយៈ�ល���ើន�����ំ���រ��ង�មួយ ����/ប���ត់ និង ប���ក��ស���រ�ក់

/�យពណ៌, ��រ��ព��������ក គឺ��រ�រ�ើកទីពីររបស់ខ��ំ��ល�ចរ�ះ�ើ �រគូររូប��បតួអង� និង �រប���លទ��ង់

គំនូរ��ប��ះ�ក��ងស��កឬសន�ិច�័យ���ព�����ឌិតរបស់ខ��ំ។ ចំ�ប់�រម�ណ៍របស់ខ��ំចំ�ះគំនូរ��បតួអង��ច���របក

�រកគំនូរដូច ឬ ពិភពពិត ��ងគំនូរអរូបិយ។ �ើ�ះបី�គំនូរដូច�ន���យ�មូល���ន/��ឹះ�ក��ង�រប��ើតក��ង

�������ះ ��ះមិន��ន��រព���មរបស់ខ��ំ�ើម��ីប��ើត�����ឱ���នរូប�ងដូច��ះបិទ�ះ��។ ច��ស់�ស់��ល� 

�រពិត និង �រ���ើ�����ន���យ�ឯក�រ�ងស���ប់វ�ធី���������ឌិតរបស់ខ��ំក��ង�រប��ើត������ំង២៤���ំង

��ះ �ើយ��ល������ំង��ះ���ល់ជីកឫសជីកគល់ឬពិនិត��ពិច័យ��ើអ�ី��លពិត និង អ�ី��លមិនពិត។  

This series, Wings of Tomorrow, has its genesis in my lifelong fascination with the concepts 
of and the correlation between power, military, governmentality, and subjectivity. It imaginatively 
and observationally explores and expands the notion of “order,” be it organization and disposition, 
harmony and control, directive, and class. In and of itself, this notion is embedded with two 
antagonistic forces, if not a dualistic function or binary system, of positive and negative, of 
life and death, of beauty and ugly, of power and weakness, of real and imaginary, and of 
utopia and dystopia. In a spatiotemporal sense, these Oil on canvases both represent and 
constitute what might be considered as the manifestation of these paradoxes and as well as 
a terrain in which these paradoxes are at play.  

 
The formulation of Wings of Tomorrow-scape, twenty-four paintings, has its painterly beginnings 
in two pieces, Military Boots and Still Life, which all are “still life” in their own rights, or at least 
in their compositional semantics. Setting against colorful and melancholic backdrops of an 
imagined and unidentifiable space, the central subject matters, black boots and blue vase 
with flowers, embody both strength and fragility, stability and tranquility, and, to me, memorialize 
what I would say the present absence of death, of which colors justify and formalize its 
beauty and presence. In Khmer linguistic proper, a flower is always associated with the 
conception of femininity or representing the woman themselves. This cultural embeddedness 
implies a correlation between weakness and woman, who, in this sense, are subject to domination, 
obviously by the masculine forces: pen, text, and male gaze. In this series, however, flowers 
are not women, and they cannot be. Instead, in this body of work, flowers provide an onset of 
beauty and life.  

 
Wings of Tomorrow’s landscape is predominately coated with bright and primary colors:  red, 
blue, and yellow, the genesis of all color palettes and color schemes, and the endless possibilities 
and imagination. In this landscape, I attempted to experiment with colors, their possibility 
and their permissibility, and as well as with my newly found interest in figurative painting. 
After a long period of playing with line and dripping techniques, this is my second time 
exploring figuration and including the form into my creative repertoire. My interest in figurative 
work could be a return to realism or a real-world instead of abstractionism. While realism 
may be a premise in this series, it was/is not my attempt to have my works obtain a realistic 
or naturalistic appearance. Indeed, the real and the imagined informed my creative approach 
to the twenty-four canvases, which in and of themselves scrutinize what is real and what is 
not.
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ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
50 x 40 cm

����ក�ើង��ន | Military Boots, 2020.  

ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
50 x 40 cm

គំនូរអជីវចល | Still Life, 2020.  
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ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
130 x 130 cm

ស���ក  | The Scream, 2020.   

10 11



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

���រសមុ����ហម | Red Beach, 2020.   

12 13



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

ឯកស���ន��តង | The Green Regalia, 2020.

14 15



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
125 x 125 cm

មនុស��បុ����វត�ិ | Primitive Life, 2020.  
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ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
130 x 130 cm

ប���ម�ង�ត់ | Night Dessert, 2020.

18 19



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

�ៀវ�កំណត់��តុ | The Deathbed Note, 2020.

20 21



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

�ស�ះ | Flying Saucer, 2020.

22 23



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
60 x 60 cm

ស���ធ | Repressure, 2020.

24 25



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
150 x 120 cm

អ����� | Self-portrait, 2020.

ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
155 x 120 cm

���ដ៏��ស់���ត | Beautiful Day, 2020.

26 27



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
120 x 150 cm

កិច���ជុំកំពូល | The Great Meeting, 2020.

28 29



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
120 x 150 cm

ដំ�ើរ���ះ�មុខ | Progressivity, 2020.

30 31



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
75 x 110 cm

��ុង��ហម | The Red Cage, 2020.

32 33



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
75 x 110 cm

��ន��ឿងយន� | Robotic Soldiers, 2020.

34 35



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
55 x 75 cm

បំ��ក | The Fragmentation, 2020.

36 37



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
55 x 75 cm

���ប | The Wing, 2020.

38 39



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
150 x 120 cm

���លីបុរស | Men’s Briefcase, 2020.

ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
150 x 120 cm

ជន���ច់�រ | Autocrat, 2020.  

40 41



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
110 x 75 cm

������ី | Late Night Drinks, 2020.
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ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
75 x 55 cm

�����ៀន  | Poppy Plants, 2020.
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ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
75 x 55 cm

��ុសពិត | The Real Man, 2020.  

46 47



ពណ៌���ង�ើ���ត់ | Oil on canvas
75 x 55 cm

ក��ក់ | The Mirror, 2020.    
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អំពីសិល��ករ | ABOUT THE ARTIST 

�៉�ន រ�ប៊ូ�ត (ក. ១៩៩១, ��ត��ត់ដំបង) ��ើ�រ និងរស់�ក��ងទី��ងុភ��ំ�ញ។ �����របស់រ�ប៊ូ�តព���មប���ញនូវ អតីត�ល 

បច��ប��ន� និងអ�គត �����ញ់�ពរបស់សង�មន��យកម���។ �រ�របស់�ក�ញឥទ�ពិល��ញពីរូបនិមិត�វ�ទ����

វប��ធម៌កម��� រួម�មួយនឹងបច��ប��ន��ព��កិច�សន����អំពីសង�ម។  

�ក���វ�ន��ើស��ស�សិល��ករនិ��សណ���ន ក��ងម���ព���ើនដូច�៖ ម���ព OzAsia (ADELAIDE) 

�����សអូ����លីក��ង��� ំ២០១៦, Peninsula Austronesia International Art and Culture Exchanges  

�����ស�����ន់ក��ង���ំ  ២០១៥, �រចង�ំរបប���រ��ហម�កម��� �មួយសិល��ករ ���ន់ �ត និង  ����� អ៊�ង �

មជ��មណ�ល�ទស��ន៍បុ���� ក��ង���២ំ០០៩, សិ������សីុ����យ៍ �ស��ឌី� Tep Seri Sok Sopha �ទី

��ុង�ៀង�៉� ����ស�� ក��ង���ំ២០០៨ ,  និងពិព័រណ៍�ល�ន Out Of This World (២០២០) � Richard 

Koh Fine Art Malaysia, Beyond (២០១៨) � Tribe Cambodia ��ត��ៀម�ប, Thread (២០១៨) �

វ�ចិ���លស-ស, Krama (២០១៣) �វ�ចិ���លរ�ៀត, Untitled (២០១២)�វ�ចិ���លរ�ៀត។  

Pen Robit (b. 1991, Battambang) lives and works in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Robit’s work 
attempts to represent Cambodia’s past, present, and future socio-political fabric. He draws 
influences from Cambodian cultural iconography as well as ongoing societal discourses. 

 He has been selected as an artist-in-residence for the following: OzAsia Festival (ADELAIDE) 
Australia (2016); Peninsula Austronesia International Art and Culture Exchanges in Taiwan 
(2015); The Memory Workshop with Vann Nath & Séra Ing, Bophana Center, Phnom Penh, 
Cambodia (2009); Southeast Asian Workshop, Tep Seri Sok Sopha Studio, Chiang Mai, Thailand 
(2008). Solo exhibitions include: Out Of This World (2020), Richard Koh Fine Art Malaysia; 
Beyond (2018), Tribe Cambodia, Siem Reap, Cambodia; Thread (2018), Sa Sa Art Projects, 
Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Krama (2013), Romeet Gallery, Phnom Penh, Cambodia; Untitled 
(2012), Romeet Gallery, Phnom Penh, Cambodia.

�រអប់រ� | Educations 

2011   Pivaut Applied School of Art, Nantes, France 

2010   Graduated from Phare Ponleu Selpak’s School of Visual 

            and Applied Arts, Battambang, Cambodia 

ពិព័រណ៍�លខ�ះៗ |  Selected Solo Exhibitions 

2022   Wings of Tomorrow, Silapak Trotchaek Pneik (STP), Phnom Penh, Cambodia

2020   Out Of This World, Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

2018   Beyond, Tribe Cambodia, Siem Reap, Cambodia 

            Thread, Sa Sa Art Projects, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2013   Krama, Romeet Gallery, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2012   Untitled, Romeet Gallery, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

ពិព័រណ៍���ុមខ�ះៗ  |  Selected Group Exhibitions 

2020   New Works, Richard Koh Fine Art, Malaysia & Singapore 

            S.E.A. FOCUS, Gillman Barracks, Richard Koh Fine Art, Singapore 

2019   Art Expo Malaysia, Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

            Hotel Art Fair, W Bangkok, Richard Koh Projects, Bangkok, Thailand 

2015   No Boundaries, Java Art Café, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

            Art Exchange Project Indonesia & Cambodia, Asia Foundation, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2015   20 ANS! Made in Cambodia, Galerie Impressions, Paris, France 

2014   Made in Battambang, French Institute, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2014   Southeast Asia: Figuratively Speaking, The East Gallery, Vancouver, Canada 

2012   20 ANS (France Cambodge), French Institute, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2011   Jurng Maek/Horizon, Make Maek Gallery, Battambang, Cambodia 

            Untitled, Sammaki Gallery, Battambang, Cambodia 

2011   Untitled, Sammaki Gallery, Battambang, Cambodia 

2011   Black & White, Himawari Hotel, Phnom Penh, Cambodia 

2010   The Memory Workshop, Bophana Center, Phnom Penh
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អំពី | ABOUT RICHARD KOH FINE ART

���ប��ើងក��ង���២ំ០០៥, �មួយនឹង�នសិល��ៈ�ទី��ងុកូ��ំពួរ, �ំងកក និង សិង�បុរ�, Richard Koh Fine Art 

�ន���ជ�ចិត�ក��ង�រផ��ព�ផ��យសិល��ៈសហសម័យ�សីុ����យ៍�ក��ង/�ើ ��ទិ�������ក់តំបន់និងអន�រ�តិ។ �យ���ត

�ើជំ�ឿស��លក��ង�រអភិវឌ��ន៍�ជីពរបស់សិល��ករ វ�ចិ���ល Richard Koh Fine Art ស�ះ���ងក��ង�រ��ើ អត�ស���ណ

�ើ�រអនុវត������សិល��ៈ��លមិនសូវ�នទទួល�រពណ៌� ����កប�យ�ពគួរឱ���ក់�ញ �ើយផ�ល់ឱ���រអនុវត��ំង

��ះនូវឱ�ស�ើម��ីទទួល�ន�ររ�កដុះ�ល។ �មរយៈ�លវ��គពិព័រណ៍វ�លជំុ, �រ�ះពុម�ផ��យ��ៀវ�និង�ឌីជីថល 

និង កិច�សហ�ររ�ងវ�ចិ���លនិងវ�ចិ���ល���ប់ទិសទី, Richard Koh Fine Art ���ប់ទំ�ក់ទំនង�មួយសហគមន៍

សិល��ៈ�មួយនឹង�លបំណងក��ង�រអភិវឌ��ន៍ កិច�សន�����ក់តំបន់ និង អន�រវប��ធម៌។  

Founded in 2005, with spaces in Kuala Lumpur, Bangkok, and Singapore, Richard Koh Fine 
Art is committed to the promotion of Southeast Asian contemporary art on regional and 
international platforms. Centered around a core belief in developing an artist’s career, the 
gallery looks to identify understated, albeit promising practices, and providing it opportunities 
to flourish. Through its regular exhibition cycles, print & digital publications and cross-border 
gallery collaborations, Richard Koh Fine Art engages the art community with the aim of 
developing regional and intercultural dialogue. 
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សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក (STP) �វ�ចិ���លសិល��ៈថ�មួីយ��ល�ើប�ប់បដិសន� ិ�ើយ�ន��តិបត��ិរ ���មរូប�ពកូន�ត់ 

�យ�ក់ក���ល��ណិជ�កម� និង �ក់ក���ល�វ�ចិ���លសិល��ៈ��បសហគមន៍។ ���ប��ើងក��ងឆ�ាំ២០១៩ សិល��ៈ

���ក់���ក �ន�������នឹង��ើខ��នឱ���ើសពីវ�ចិ���ល��ល���ន់���ន����រនិងទី���។ វ�ចិ���ល��ះនឹង�ទី�ន

ស���ប់សហគមន៍ពិពិធវប��ធម៌របស់កម��� �យ�ប់យកនិង�ើកស��យសិល��ៈសហសម័យ� ��លីករស���ប់ �រ ជ��ក

��ក��ក�យសង�ប���ចរ សិនិទ�ពលសង�ម និង របកគំ�ើញវប��ធម៌។  STP  នឹង�ក់�ំងប���ញ�រ�រ��លល�បំផុតក��ង

�����ក��ង��កុ រួម�មួយនឹងកម�វ�ធីស���ប់�រចូលរួម���រណៈ និង កម�វ�ធី��ករ���កចំ��ះដឹង ��ល�នរច��យ

��ងុ��យ័ត�និង��កប�យនិរន�រ�ព។  ���ម�រដឹក�ំរបស់�ក �ន រស� ី��ល��យក��ប់��ងកម�វ�ធី សិល��ៈ���ក់

���ក នឹងពុះ�រ�ើម��ី���យខ��ន�វ�ចិ���ល�នមុខ��ក��ង����សកម���ក��ងរយៈ��ល����ំ���ំងមុខ។ 

�មរបស់វ�ចិ���ល��ះ�នកំ�ើតមកពី�របូកប���ល���រ�ង�ក�����រ «សិល��ៈ» និង ���ះរបស់សមូហ���សសិល��ៈ��ល

�នប��ប់��សកកម� «���ក់���ក»។ ក��ងបរ��រណ៍��ះ «សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក» ��ល�នមកពី�រក���យ�����ះ�ំងពីរ��ះ  

ប���មអត�ន័យមួយក��តិ�ៀតគឺ សិល��ៈ��ល��ស់���ត ឬ សិល��ៈ��ល��ើឱ���ក់���ក។ វ�ចិ���ល��ះ�ន��សកកម�ផ��ព�ផ��យ 

�ើកកម�ស់ និង�ំ�������សិល��ៈ ��ល�ន�ព�ឯកលក�ណៈ���ល់ខ��ន និង �ន�រដកពិ�ធន៍ ��ញពីម����យឬទ��ង់

សិល��ៈ និង  ���ន�ឿង����ងៗ, �ើយវ�ចិ���លនឹង�ប់យកគុណ�ព និង ឧត�ម�ពក��ង�រអនុវត� និង �រស�ប់���ងសិល��ៈ

សហសម័យ�គុណត��� និង �ចលករមួយខ�មឹ��លមិន�ចខ�ះ�ន។ ពិពិធកម�វ�ធីរបស់វ�ចិ���លរួម�ន៖ កិច�សហ�ររ�ង

សិល��ករ �គី�ក់ព័ន��តិនិងអន�រ�តិ និង អ�ក��ើសមុច�យ័, ទស���ចរពិព័រណ៍ និងកម�វ�ធី��ករ���កចំ��ះដឹង (�ន��ទ�៖ 

��សិល��ករ, កិច�ពិ�ក�����មុ សិ�����អំពីសិល��ៈនិង�រសរ��រ និង �ឋក�អំពី��វត�សិ���សិល��ៈ និង ទស��នៈវ�ទ��)។ 

សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក នឹង��ើ�រ���ងជិតស�តិ�មួយសិល��ករ��លកំពុងអនុវត��រ�រសិល��ៈ អ�កស�ប់���ងសិល��ៈ អ�ក��ើសមុច�យ័ 

សហគមន៍ប��វន�និងសហគមន៍ក��ង��កុ និង ���ស់ឧបត�ម�ធំរបស់ខ��ន �ើម��ី��ើវ�ចិ���ល��ះឱ�����យ��មណ�ល/ទី�ន

មួយថ�សី���ប់�រទស���សិល��ៈ និង�រសិក��ពីគំនិតនិង��សឹ�សីហសម័យ។ STP នឹងប����បសិល��ៈសហសម័យឱ��ចូល�

សម��ជ��ៈ��រណជន �យប���ញ(�����)សិល��ៈ���ើន�ម���ច��ើ��ន ��ន់អ�ក���ញ់សិល��ៈ និង 

អ�កចំណ�លថ�។ី  

សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក �ឿ�ក់� សិល��ៈគឺ�សសរស�ម���កប�យ�រវ័ន��ពមួយស���ប់�រអភិវឌ���ើវ�ស័យអប់រ� សង�ម និង

��ដ�កិច���កប�យចីរ�ព។ �ើសពី��ះ��ៀត ��សកម�សំ�ន់មួយ�ក��ង�ះគឺ ��មូលផ��កំ���ងំ និងធន�ន �ើម��ីប��ើត

 មជ��មណ�លសិល��ៈ ��ល��ះគឺ���រ��ង�មួយ��លមិន�ន់��ញ�រូប�ង��ើយក��ងវ�ស័យវប��ធម៌ និង ��ព័ន���កូសិល��ៈ�

កម���។  

អំពីសិល��ៈ���ក់���ក (STP)

�ទី��លសិល��ៈសហសម័យកម���រ�ក�យ�មួយនឹង� រ�ប់��ើមថ� ី  

An emerging art space, STP operates as a semi-commercial and semi-community art gallery. 
Founded in 2019, STP is determined to be more than just another gallery space for 
space’s-sake. It is a site for Cambodia’s diverse cultural community, championing contemporary 
art as a catalyst for critical discourse, social cohesion, and cultural discovery. STP will 
showcase the best in local work, as well as a carefully designed and sustained program of 
public engagements and knowledge sharing. Under the leadership of our program director, 
Reaksmey Yean, STP strives to be Cambodia’s premier and fully commercial space for 
contemporary art within five years. 

 The Gallery’s name is derived from the intersection of the Khmer word “art,” silapak, and the 
name of a defunct art collective, Trotchaek Pneik, literally meaning “cool eye.” The double 
entendre of the name Silapak Trotchaek Pneik, “cool eye art,” means “beautiful art” or “art 
that pleases the eyes.” It aims to showcase, promote, and support works marked by originality 
and experimentation in diverse mediums and themes, and will make quality and excellence 
in the practice and appreciation of contemporary art its core driver. Its diverse programs 
include collaboration with local and international stakeholders and collectors, exhibition 
tours, and knowledge-sharing initiatives (namely, artist talks and panel discussions, art and 
writing workshop, and art history and philosophy lectures). STP will work hand in hand with 
practicing artists, art appreciators, collectors, local and intellectual community, and its 
patrons to establish itself as a new hub for viewing art and learning about contemporary 
ideas and theory. It will bring contemporary art into mainstream consciousness by appealing 
as much to art lovers as to newcomers. 

STP believes art is one of the essential pillars of sustainable, educational, social, and 
economic development. In addition, one of its main missions is to amass forces and 
resources to establish an Arts Center, an organism that is yet to manifest within Cambodia’s 
cultural landscape and art ecosystem.

ABOUT SILAPAK TROTCHAEK PNEIK (STP)

Where Cambodia’s contemporary art enjoys new beginnings  
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អំពីទី�ំងរបស់វ�ចិ���ល

ផ�ះសិល��ៈយូឃិន (YK Art House) គឺ�ផ�ះសំ�ក់��បប៊ូទិក, ផ�ះ���ង,  �ជនីយ���នស���ប់អ�កតម�ច់ និង �

ប���ល័យ។ សកម��ពជួយសង�មរបស់ YK Art House �នដូច�៖ �រ�ំ��ថវ����ើនទ��ង់ដល់ អង��រភូមិកុ�រ

�������ី (��ម៉ុង��សូរ���ល�ន��សកកម�ជួយដល់កុ�រ�យរង���ះ) កម�វ�ធីនិ��សណ���ន�ើម��ី�ំ��សិល��ករ

វ័យ���ង ក៏ដូច��រឧបត�ម�ដល់�រ�ររបស់ Animal Mama ក��ង�រជួយសត���មដងផ��វ។ YK Art House �ន

ជួយ�ំ��ដល់សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក និង�នផ�ល់ទី�ំង��ល�នទំហំ២០០�៉��������យមិនគិតក��� ស���ប់សកម��ព

សិល��ៈ�� �ើយទី�ំង��ះ�នប��ររូប�ង��វ�ចិ���ល។ YK Art House ជួយវ�ចិ���ល��ញ���ទឹក��ើងផង��រ។ 

YK Art House ស�័��ផ�ល់�រ�ំ����ះស���ប់រយៈ��ល���ំ���ំ។  

គួរឱ��កត់ស���ល់ផង��រ� ���បត��កម���បរ���ណ YK Art House ��ះ���វ�នរច��យ�ក យូ ឃិន ��ល�ក

គឺ�អ�កជំ�ញសិល��ៈទំ�ើបមួយរូប។ ទី�ំង��ះ�នប��ើ�និ��សណ���ននិង�ស��ឌី�ស���ប់សិល��កររូប��ះ រហូត

ដល់��ល��ល�ក��ើមរណៈ�ល�ក��ង���ំ២០០៩។ សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក �ន�ទក�ព��ល�នចូលរួម����ក��

��វ�ត�ិ����របស់�ក យូ ឃិន �ើម��ីបន���រ��តំ��លសិល��ៈរបស់�ក�មុខ�ៀត។  

YK Art House is a boutique guesthouse, serviced apartments, a vegan restaurant and a 
library. YK’s CSR activities include varieties of financial supports to Seametrey Children’s 
Village, a Montessori-style school with a mission to aid underprivileged children, a residency 
program to support young emerging artists and to assist Animal Mama’s works with Phnom 
Penh’s street animals. YK subsidizes Silapak Trotchaek Pneik and its activities with a 
200-square-meter facility free of charge, which has been converted into the main gallery 
space and to cover the utility bills. YK has pledged to offer this in-kind support for a period of 
five years. 

It is of note that the complex’s architecture was designed by the late You Khin, one of Cambodian’s 
modern art masters. The building also served as the artist’s residence and studio until his 
passing in 2009. STP is proud to be part of You Khin’s history to continue his artistic legacy.  

ABOUT HOSTING VENUE

សិល��ៈ���ក់���ក (ផ�ះយូឃិន) 

ផ�ះ��ខ១៣A ផ��វ��ខ៨៣០ ភ�ំ��ញ, ១២០១០១ 

��ះ���ច��កម��� 

Silapak Trotchaek Pneik by YK Art House  
13A St. 830, Phnom Penh, 120101 
Kingdom of Cambodia  

https://www.facebook.com/STPCambodia 

 

���អ���រ - ����រ�, ១០��ឹក - ៧���ច  

បិទ�ៀង�ល់����ទិត�� ចន� និង ���ឈប់ស���ក��រណៈ  

Tuesday - Saturday, 10am - 7pm 
Closed on Sundays, Mondays & Public Holidays 

 

ទូរស័ព���ខ | Tel: +855 (0)69 80 3636 

ឧបត�ម��យ Powered by: ���មកិច�សហ�រ�មួយ In collaboration with: 
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